In order to solve the insufficient parking brake force and other problems of mechanical parking brake system in light commercial vehicle, a cable pulled electric parking brake system had been designed. The hardware and the control strategy of the system had been put forward; In order to verify the feasibility and reliability of cable pulled electric parking brake system, the modeling and simulation of mechanical and electrical parts were completed with MATLAB/Simulink. The simulation results show that the designed maximum braking torque is 5107.38 Nm, which meets the national related standard for parking brake system. The whole parking brake process only takes 1064.1 ms, it is very fast. This design makes parking brake system more intelligent, improves the safety and comfort of light commercial vehicle.
INTRODUCTION
The development of vehicle electric parking brake (EPB) system is an inevitable trend in electronic intelligence of vehicle braking system. For most light commercial vehicles (LCV) including light trucks, mini trucks, mini buses and so on, leading trailing shoe rear wheel brake are widely used. The driver must drive the handbrake lever to perform the parking operation, according to big space occupation, the braking energy comes from driver, which is laborious process, and the insufficient parking brake force may lead to vehicle slipping and other problems, this article aims to research and design a cable pulled EPB system (C-EPB).
THE HANDWARE STRUCTURE OF LCV C-EPB SYSTEM
C-EPB system structure is shown as Fig.1 , DC motor is driven by system hardware and software, produces driving torque, then the reducing mechanism decelerates velocity and increase torque, it drives the screw rotating of ball screw nut mechanism (achieving self-locking performance by anti-transmission double direction backstop device, allowing the system to maintain the parking brake force), transfer to linear motion of the nut, the nut moves forward or backward to tighten or loosen the parking cable, so as to realize the parking brake or release the parking. 
THE CONTROL STRATEGY OF LCV C-EPB SYSTEM
C-EPB system control strategy of four functions are shown as Fig.2 , including emergency brake control strategy, conventional parking control strategy, conventional releasing the parking control strategy, intelligent assistant leaving control strategy. There is a good linear relationship between the braking force and the braking current from the normal load to the stall of motor, so the parking brake force can be responded by the current. The brake release time is satisfied that is aimed to eliminate the brake clearance between the brake drum and the friction lining.
SYSTEM MODEL

Permanent magnet brush DC motor
The working structure diagram of permanent magnet brush DC motor is shown in Fig.3 . The dynamic equation when running as follows [1] :
In the above formula, u ,
K are motor terminal voltage (V), the armature current (A), the armature circuit resistance (Ω), induced electromotive force (V), the instantaneous value of electromagnetic torque (Nm), armature inductance (H), the load torque (Nm), inertia of the rotor ( 2 m kg ⋅ ), viscous friction coefficient, mechanical rotor angular velocity (rad / s), the coefficient of the rotor.
Laplace transform of the formula (1) to (4), make all initial conditions zero: 
The Design of Reducing Mechanism
To design the mechanism to slow down and increase torque, take into account of ratio matching, light weight, small assembly volume in the Cable-EPB system, high transmission efficiency, long life and other factors, Timing belt mechanism and twostage NGW planetary reducing mechanism are adopted and shown in Fig.4 , total reduction ratio belt planetary
Mathematical model of ball screw nut mechanism
When the ball screw nut mechanism ( Fig.5 ) running, the ball roll along a spiral raceway composed by screw and nut, therefore, compared to the sliding screw nut mechanism, it has a small friction loss, high efficiency and precision.
To analyze the dynamic transmission process [2] :
In the above formula,
, µ respectively are axial load (N), the total cable force acting on the nut of (N), the quality of the load nut(kg), the movement resistance when ball screw nut unload (N), coefficient friction of ball screw nut. In order to eliminate the rolling screw nut gap and improve transmission accuracy, double nuts preload, generally take one-third of the load as the preload (N):
①DC motor drive torque required when constant speed moving (Nm):
In the formula, ②DC motor drive torque required under acceleration state (Nm): In the formula,
The mathematical model of drum parking brake
As is shown in Fig.6 , the upper end of the parking brake lever is linked with the rear brake shoe by a flat head pin, whose upper is stuck in cut groove on the right side of the parking brake push rod, front and rear brake shoe webs are stuck in cut groove on both sides of the push rod. In parking braking, the parking brake lever rotates over the flat head pin above under the cable force L F , which makes the pusher move left and press the front brake shoe against brake drum to tight, and then continues to rotate with the position stuck in the groove as the fulcrum to make the upper of lever move to the right, the rear brake shoe is pressed against the brake drum, so parking brake is achieved [3] .
The opening force of two brake shoes in parking brake:
The analysis of force is shown in Fig.7 , the brake drum center O is defined as the origin of coordinates, ( )
In the formula,
,e ,a ,a′ respectively are leading shoe brake torque, trailing shoe brake torque, braking torque on brake drum, angle between 1 X axis and the action line of normal resultant force F , the radius of friction force f F , friction linings angle, the friction coefficient of friction linings, the distance between action line of parking brake force and brake shoe support point s F , the distance between action line of parking brake force s F and the center of the brake, brake shoe anchor position coordinates, the distance between brake shoe anchor and the center of brake drum -point O . Taking the rear drum brake of a light bus for example, the parameters are shown in Table 1 . When parked uphill,
S
F is equivalent to act on trailing shoe; when parked downhill,
F is equivalent to act on leading shoe, but the brake force ( ) Nm M is almost the same. Taking the uphill parking for example, combining the formula (17) to (24) :
Under the force of cable, the brake shoe contact with brake drum by friction linings, after that its surface deforms caused by the extrusion and froms parking brake force, and then with the deformation increases, brake force increases, so does the cable force needed. The contact process of brake shoe and brake drum can be made known through deformation of nut after tightened, the deformation can be reflected by axial displacement. The mathematical formulas of the total cable force during the contact process [5] [6]: 
θ ,θ respectively are nut rigidity, displacement of the nut pull the cable along axial, nut rigidity, rotation angular displacement of the motor during the contact process, motor rotation angular displacement when eliminate the brake gap, real-time rotation angular displacement of the motor.
Modeling structure
Take the applied voltage ( ) s U (armature terminal voltage is maintained for the rated voltage 12V)and the torque that ball screw nut converts to the motor load as input, take the angular velocity and angular displacement as output; Dynamic process includes of the motion when ball screw nut eliminate the brake(acceleration when motor starts and uniform motion after ball screw nut load mechanism reach maximum speed ), deceleration motion when brake torque generates. Firstly, the structure of dynamic equation of C-EPB close-loop system is constructed, then mathematical models are built by using the corresponding block in MATLAB/Simulink, as is shown in Fig.8 .
SIMULATION RESULTS ANALYSIS
Inputting each components' parameters that the manufacturers provided (the motor parameters of C-EPB system reference Johnson Electric Company's DC motor production), setting by the nut axial movement distance for eliminating brake gap. The change of armature current and braking torque with time during the operation of the motor in EPB system are simulated, as shown in Fig.9 and 10 . The simulation results in Fig.9 show that parking brake time from the motor started to maximum braking torque is about 1064.1 ms (0 ~ 370.1 ms is for eliminating brake clearance; 370.1 ~ 1064.1ms is for braking torque generated to the largest process), response sensitive and quickly. Motor braking torque is stable after the motor stall, ensure the safety of parking. Fig.10 shows that the maximum braking torque is about 5107.38Nm, in GB12676-1999 <<Vehicle brake system structure, performance and test methods>>parking brake performance requirements, the braking force produced by the parking brake system must be enough to make sure the vehicle can parking at fully loaded state as well as on the ramp slope of 18%. Take 
